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The three
questions
to ask your
clients now

Janet E. Minor
Candidate for Re-election as
Bencher (Toronto)

• Running as a Toronto Bencher
but with Province wide insight
to Regional issues

www.janet4bencher.ca

• 20 Years of Province wide
litigation experience

I always find it interesting
when service providers send us
their client feedback survey.
Often it is a four-page document,
complete with sections, subsections, multiple choice questions,
and additional space for comments. Sound familiar? The terrible irony is while I so rarely fill
these out, our feedback form is
slowly forming into an exact replica of these offending documents. This led me to question
the nature and purpose of client
feedback forms in the market.
In the legal industry it’s clear
law firms do not make client
feedback as high a priority as
their clients would like. And getting feedback is either done
inconsistently, or is so extensive
the client finds the exercise too
time consuming to warrant their
proper attention.
Here are three simple questions you should be asking your
clients on a regular basis:

• Experience in running a small
firm and associated challenges
• Fresh and new approach as a
first time Bencher

dzuber@zubco.com
Date:
Ad#:

More powerful than asking
“how are we doing” and more useful for marketing than “what do
you like about us,” asking for a
testimonial is an excellent acid
test for the health of your client
relationship. Not only do testimonials provide great ammunition for targeting similar clients
in the market, they also offer an
opportunity to gain key insights
into your client relationship. If
you are uncomfortable asking
your client for a testimonial,,
consider what is holding you
back. Are they a difficult client, or
are you not providing the level of
service you know you ought to be?
Similarly, if you solicit a testimonial from your client and they are
not prepared to provide one, take
the opportunity to investigate
what they feel is holding them
back. Altogether, this is perhaps
the most powerful question you
can ask to gauge the strength of
your client relationships.
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____ Spelling (especially of all names)
____ All phone and fax numbers

____ Mailing and street addresses

A bencher determined to:
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to allone-stop
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the bar
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¾ Practical and sensible

Find and apply for a job today! Many exciting new positions are listed right now:

¾ A real producer

•

¾ Committed
to the
Legal Counsel, Regulatory Affairs
& Risk
profession
Management — Vancouver

• Senior Labour and Employment Lawyer with CIBC
• Two Claims Analysts in Toronto
Vote
for Bencher.
• Lawyer with TD Insurance in Burlington/Hamilton
She’ll
.
• Corporate Counsel for an engineering
firm in Oakville
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Employers are searching the database for the
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Create job alerts so you never miss a new posting.
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Howard
Goldblatt
doesn’t just
believe in
justice, equity
and diversity.
He fights
for them
every day.
March 16, 2011

Have you checked all of the following?

1. Would you provide
us with a testimonial?

key

Vote for judgment, experience
and progressive change.
From the public sector:
committed to serving
the profession.
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Getting constant client feedback is important
Clients
Continued From Page 27

expanding your relationship with
your client is to simply ask the
question. However, it is rarely
enough to simply ask “how else
can we assist you”: much like the
expectations partners have on
associates to anticipate needs
when assisting on a file, the best
approach with clients is to have a
solid understanding of their business objectives and try to anticipate where their future needs may

be. As a trusted advisor, your ability to chart where your clients’
future legal needs may arise within
the context of their growing business will help separate you from
other more reactionary service
providers. While you may not
always know about a strategic
acquisition they are quietly looking at, if you can demonstrate a
keen insight into the goals and
ambitions of the business
owner(s), you give your team the
best chance of expanding your
relationship with your best clients.

BENCHER ELECTIONS
Re-elect Raj Anand for Toronto Bencher

“I was the proud
recipient of your
trust when I ran
for the first time in
2007, and I would be
excited and honoured
to serve the legal
profession and the
public for another
four years.”

3. Who else could benefit from
our services?

Prompting the market for
referral leads is a vital part of any
growing practice. While nearly
all lawyers appreciate the importance of asking this question, my
experience is few actually do.
More to the point, framing the
question presumptively (as
opposed to asking “do you know
if anyone else could benefit from
our services?”) puts the onus on
the client to actively think about
referrals, as opposed to the classic response of “certainly, let me
think about it.” While clients are
unlikely to introduce you to key
competitors, they always have
relationships with suppliers,
business partners, friends, and
other advisors outside their
immediate market segment. This
question is even more powerful if
it follows your client’s provision
of a testimonial: the introductory

email to the future client is essentially written the moment your
client provides a testimonial.
Asking these questions as a
scheduled part of your on-going
client relationship maintenance
will provide you with powerful
insights into your clients, their
views of your services, and opportunities to grow, not only with
existing clients, but potentially
with new ones as well. n
Warren Smith is a managing
director with The Counsel Network, a lawyer recruitment and
career consulting firm. He is
also the only Canadian elected
to the board of directors for the
National Association of Legal
Search Consultants (NALSC), a
legal recruitment industry
association.
We want to hear from you!

 Email us at: tlw@lexisnexis.ca

BENCHER ELECTIONS
Endorsed by:

Former President of Hamilton
Law Association 2004 - 2005

Raj Anand is committed to:

JOE,
HE’S LISTENING

•

promoting diversity issues and reducing
barriers within the profession

•

making measurable advances in access to
justice for low and middle income Ontarians

•

continuing the process of Law Society
governance reform and encouraging the
participation of younger and more diverse
segments of the profession

•

improving and modernizing the Hearing
Tribunal process, in order to enhance fairness
and accessibility in the public interest

•

VOTE JOSEPH SULLIVAN
FOR BENCHER CENTRAL SOUTH
Research Solutions

encourager le bilinguisme et l’épanouissement
des services juridiques de langue française en
Ontario

Please Visit: joesullivanforbencher.ca
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Raj Anand at ranand@weirfoulds.com
or visit www.rajanand.ca
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Standing out
Branding
Continued From Page 24

times generic benefit statement
contained therein.

It’s business and it’s personal
The institutionalization of
clients is always a priority for
law firm management. Loyal
clients provide a continuous
revenue stream.
But what
occurs when a key partner
moves from one firm to another
with her/his “book of business”
— where does the brand loyalty
reside now? Brand loyalty may
be a client reassurance at a law
firm, but the relationship with
an individual lawyer trumps it
almost every time – I have seen
it in the work I do setting up
boutique firms and with coaching. The personal emotional
attachment is mainly with the
lawyer, not the firm. And that’s
where the firm brand and the
associated (monetized) loyalty
start cracking at the seams.

Don’t make me work for it
Why are boutique firms possibly the most effectively branded
law firms? Perhaps it’s because
they stand for something that’s
easy to figure out. A computer is
just a computer unless it’s an
Apple. A Smart Phone is just a
Smart Phone unless it’s an iPhone.
Pretty much the same guts and
software inside…
It’s up to the law firm to set the
ground rules for what the brand
stands for. And that’s not the
statement: “We are different.” By
and large, and with a number of
notable and laudable exceptions,
the conclusion can be drawn that
many of Canada’s law firms are
not so much strong individual
brands as they are highly reputable less than differentiated commodity service providers with
excellent name recognition.

Functional vs. emotional
To turn the strategic wheel
requires a leader with the vision
to understand the requirements
of a strong brand. Brand management is not just about building name awareness or ensuring
that the name appears in the
media or using superlatives to
underscore expertise. Being good,
no being excellent, is the price of
entry to offer your services. Now
what’s different? Perhaps more
consideration should be given to
creating and selling an experience
— an emotionally driven experience. Soft stuff for tough, fact
driven lawyers. n
Paul Kuttner is a principal of
innovate! inc. Marketing and
provides thought provoking marketing, sales and profitability
support to law firms in Canada
and the USA.

